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ABSTRACT

Today, the SYCL standard represents the most advanced programming model for heterogeneous computing, delivering both productivity, portability, and performance in pure C++17. SYCL 2020, in particular, represents a major enhancement that pushes the boundaries of heterogeneous programming by introducing a number of new features. As the new features are implemented by existing compilers, it becomes critical to assess the maturity of the implementation through accurate and specific benchmarking. This paper presents SYCL-Bench 2020, an extended benchmark suite specifically designed to evaluate six key features of SYCL 2020: unified shared memory, reduction kernel, specialization constants, group algorithms, in-order queue, and atomics. We experimentally evaluate SYCL-Bench 2020 on GPUs from the three major vendors, i.e., AMD, Intel, and NVIDIA, and on two different SYCL implementations AdaptiveCPP and oneAPI DPC++.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Current developments in computer architecture predict that almost all aspects of future computer systems will have many more different components than in the past, leading to an era of extreme heterogeneity [36]. In particular, the heterogeneity of processors has led not only to the near widespread adoption of GPUs, but also to a proliferation of custom accelerators for various domains, such as artificial intelligence [26], molecular dynamics [33], and cosmology [29]. This ongoing trend spans all computing systems, from tiny embedded systems to large-scale high-performance computing. In fact, nine out of ten of the world’s most powerful supercomputers have a heterogeneous node equipped with GPUs [3]. Unfortunately, extreme heterogeneity comes with extreme software fragmentation, emphasizing the necessity of open standards for heterogeneous computing.

The SYCL standard [2] fills this gap by providing a high-level C++ abstraction layer for writing heterogeneous, performance-portable applications. SYCL 2020, the latest major revision of the standard, opened the doors to backends other than OpenCL and introduced several new features that greatly enhance SYCL’s functionality and extend its applicability to a wide range of hardware. SYCL 2020’s new features, such as unified shared memory and group algorithms, provide powerful tools for achieving high performance in a portable way, but implementation efforts are now focused on an even larger number of targets, considering all possible combinations of compilers and backends. To achieve a stable software ecosystem, it is essential that SYCL 2020 implementations are mature enough so that all features perform well on all supported targets.

This paper proposes a set of extensions to SYCL-Bench 1 [25] specifically designed to evaluate the main features of SYCL 2020. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark suite specifically tailored for SYCL 2020. The contributions of this paper are:

• The first benchmark suite specifically designed for SYCL 2020, which extends SYCL-Bench with 9 templated benchmarks covering 44 configurations and six patterns.
• Benchmark analysis of six major SYCL 2020 features: unified shared memory, reduction kernel, specialization constant, group algorithms, in-order queue, and atomic;
• Experimental evaluation on NVIDIA, Intel, and AMD GPUs, as well as two different SYCL implementations AdaptiveCPP and oneAPI DPC++.

∗Corresponding author: lcrisci@unisa.it

1SYCL-Bench is publicly available on GitHub: https://github.com/unisa-hpc/sycl-bench
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives background on the evolution of SYCL 1.2.1 to SYCL 2020 and current SYCL implementations. Section 3 describes the principal SYCL 2020 features and the related benchmark methodology. Section 4 presents the benchmark results on three GPUs, while Section 5 highlights some discussion points arising from the experimental sections. Section 6 and 7 conclude the paper with related work and conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 From SYCL 1.2.1 to SYCL 2020

SYCL was first proposed in March 2014 by the Khronos Group as a high-level programming model for OpenCL. SYCL shared much of its definitions with OpenCL, inheriting the execution model, runtime feature set, and device capabilities of the underlying model, while providing C++ usability and flexibility alongside an easier, single-source programming style. A novel working group, the SYCL Working Group, was created within the OpenCL Working Group as a sub-project. However, developers found that the bond with OpenCL was too strict, as the SYCL specification was shown to be well-suited for third-party custom backends [6]. SYCL 2020 was ratified in February 2021 and constitutes a major milestone for the SYCL ecosystem. With the novel specification, the binding with OpenCL drops, allowing for novel third-party acceleration API backends, e.g. CUDA, ROCm, LevelZero, etc. As a result, the SYCL working group was split from the OpenCL one, becoming a standalone entity in the Khronos group. Moreover, the SYCL 2020 release incorporates over 40 new features to enhance flexibility, performance, and productivity. Those additions encompass:

- Unified Shared Memory (USM), a low-level, pointer-based memory API
- Built-in parallel reduction support
- Support for native API interoperability
- Work group and subgroup common algorithm library
- SYCL atomic alignment to the C++ standard
- Runtime queries for fine-grained device selection

2.2 SYCL 2020 Current Implementations

At the time of writing, SYCL comprises two major implementations: OneAPI DPC++ and AdaptiveCpp.

OneAPI Data-Parallel C++ [8] is an LLVM-based, open-source implementation developed by Intel. It includes an OpenCL backend to target e.g. the host CPU, as well as CUDA, HIP, and Level Zero backends for NVIDIA, AMD, and Intel GPUs respectively. Furthermore, the OpenCL backend can also target FPGAs, with DPC++ including an emulator to facilitate development.

AdaptiveCpp is an open-source heterogeneous compiler and runtime implementation project for SYCL and C++ standard parallelism offload led by Heidelberg University [6]. It can run on CPUs with OpenMP or OpenCL and can target supported OpenCL devices, as well as NVIDIA, AMD, and Intel GPUs with native backends. In addition, it includes a novel single-source, single compiler pass (SSCP) [7] which executes a single compiler invocation during compilation instead of the usual separate host-device passes, substantially lowering compilation times. In the AdaptiveCpp SSCP compiler, code is JIT-compiled at runtime from a unified code representation based on LLVM IR.

While both implementations are not officially SYCL 2020 compliant, they implement the majority of the core features. Alongside them, there are other minor implementations in the SYCL ecosystem: NeoSYCL [23] is an implementation designed for the NEC SX-Aurora TSUBASA supercomputer. TriSYCL [16], developed by AMD, has been one of the first available SYCL implementations and, while it exposes both an OpenCL and TBB backend, it’s mostly used for experimenting on Xilinx FPGAs. Sylkan [34] is an experimental implementation targeting Vulkan APIs, which can potentially target any GPUs supporting the Khronos standard. Alongside SYCL implementations, multiple projects aim to bring SYCL to domain-specific application fields, such as distributed computing [32], real-time energy optimizations [15], and approximate computing [11].

3 SYCL 2020 BENCHMARKED FEATURES

In this section, we describe the principal SYCL 2020 features and the relative designed benchmarks.

3.1 Unified Shared Memory

Unified Shared Memory (USM) is a pointer-based, low-level memory API for handling memory allocations in a SYCL environment. When using USM, the devices and the host share the same address space, guaranteeing that pointers will be consistent across different memory spaces. Unified Shared Memory also allows the allocation of memory accessible from both host and devices, transparently migrating data between memories without requiring explicit memory operations.

USM provides three kinds of allocations:

- `malloc_host`: allocates pinned memory on the host. Pinned memory, or page-locked memory, is stored in the DRAM and cannot generate a page fault on access. It’s also accessible on the device, but it cannot be migrated to the device memory and instead is queried from host memory at each access.
- `malloc_device`: allocates memory on the dedicated device memory. Such allocation is not accessible from the host or any other devices and requires explicit copy operations to be migrated.
- `malloc_shared`: allocated memory on shared memory, i.e. the memory is accessible from both host and device. It is usually

---

### Table 1: Summary of the major SYCL implementations with the relative backends and supported hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Backends</th>
<th>Target Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUDA</td>
<td>NVIDIA GPUs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIP</td>
<td>AMD GPUs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL</td>
<td>OpenCL devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LevelZero</td>
<td>Intel GPUs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenMP</td>
<td>Any CPU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneAPI DPC++</td>
<td>CUDA (via nvc++, clangCUDA or SSCP JIT)</td>
<td>NVIDIA GPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptiveCpp</td>
<td>HIP (via clang HIP or SSCP JIT)</td>
<td>AMD GPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OpenCL (via SSCP JIT)</td>
<td>OpenCL devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LevelZero (via SSCP JIT)</td>
<td>Intel GPUs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. Optionally available within the same SYCL context if the backend has P2P support.
implemented with a page fault-based system to transparently migrate memory from the host and devices, enabling fine-grained memory transfers.

Compared to the buffer-accessor model, USM allows to have more fine-grained control over memory allocations. Furthermore, USM pointers do not carry the Accessors abstraction overhead, potentially requiring less space on devices, e.g., registers on GPUs. On the other hand, the malloc/free paradigm employed by USM is more bug-prone, e.g., memory leaks by missing frees. Furthermore, USM does not implicitly create a kernel task graph as done by the buffer-accessors, and thus the user must explicitly declare dependencies between tasks, shifting the task scheduling optimization duty to the end user. For Unified Shared Memory, we include three new specialized benchmarks:

1. **Task scheduling latency**: With USM, SYCL 2020 users have two ways to handle data allocations. While with buffer-accessors the SYCL runtime needs to check for data dependencies and task scheduling optimizations, with USM no such thing occurs, and the task graph must be manually created. Thus, the scheduling time of the two memory models could be significantly different. In this benchmark, we want to measure the task scheduling overhead of the two SYCL memory models. We launch a series of small kernels in a for loop, with linear dependencies using both buffer-accessors and USM. For the latter, we employ device allocations to minimize run-time overhead during kernel execution. We take the system time, i.e., the time spent by the SYCL runtime to prepare the kernel execution. In this way, we expect to effectively measure the SYCL runtime scheduling overhead.

2. **Host-Device transfers**: USM provides three different kinds of allocation, each of which exposes different behaviors when accessed on the host and/or the device. However, it’s unclear when a certain allocation is more suitable for a specific use case. For example, host allocations do not require to be manually migrated to the device, but each access is more expensive as it generates a slow host-device memory transfer. Shared allocations migrate on-demand between devices but require specialized hardware support. Therefore, choosing the right allocation is essential. To explore the performance of USM allocations, SYCL-Bench 2020 includes a novel **Host-Device transfers** benchmark. The purpose of the benchmark is to simulate different offloading scenarios and measure which USM allocation is more suited. It is organized as follows: for each allocation kind, we first issue a host-device copy operation if data are not device-accessible. Then we submit a vector addition kernel on the device, followed by a device-host copy (if the current allocation is not host accessible). Finally, we perform a host kernel on the resulting data. This process is included in a loop, whose iteration number can be tweaked from the command line. This way, we simulate a common offloading scenario where data are moved back and forth from host to device. The amount of memory access executed by the device and host kernels is controlled by an instruction mix parameter: it controls the proportion between host and device memory access, e.g., an instruction mix of 10 means that the device kernel performs 10x memory access compared to the host kernel. In this way, by varying the amount of work performed on the device we can measure the performance of automatic memory migration and host access overhead.

3. **Pinned vs Non-Pinned allocation**: Pinned memory allocation can greatly improve bandwidth on some devices. For instance, NVIDIA GPUs cannot write pageable memory on the host when performing a device-host copy operation. Instead, they allocate a temporary, page-locked memory buffer and copy the data to it before moving the data to the original destination [1]. However, allocating pinned memory is an expensive operation, which can inhibit the bandwidth advantage. In this benchmark, we measure the overhead of using pinned memory in SYCL kernels. We allocate both pinned and non-pinned memory, and then submit n Host-Device and Device-Host copy operations. In this way, we measure how many copies (e.g., buffer reuse) are necessary to justify the initial allocation overhead on GPUs from different hardware vendors.

### 3.2 In-order queue

SYCL 2020 introduced a novel **in-order** attribute for the `sycl::queue` object: when a queue is defined as in-order, all commands submitted to the queue are executed in a FIFO order, meaning that each task has an implicit dependency on the previously submitted tasks. While it could appear as a minor inclusion in the SYCL standard, in order queues come with a non-negligible series of advantages. Because tasks are executed in the submission order, a SYCL implementation could optimize the SYCL task graph creation or even avoid building it, potentially reducing task scheduling latency. For example, when using buffer-accessors the SYCL runtime avoid checking for read-write dependencies with previously submitted kernels. This could be crucial in latency-bound applications, where the SYCL runtime overhead could be detrimental. On the other hand, the SYCL runtime cannot exploit parallelism opportunities by overlapping kernel executions.

For this feature, we extended the Task scheduling latency benchmark by adding a variant with in-order and out-of-order queues. To allow for a fair comparison, we manually build the task graph using the depends_on member function of the SYCL handler with USM and out-of-order queues. By comparing the kernel submission latency we can evaluate if a SYCL implementation takes advantage of the optimization opportunities, e.g., optimizing away graph generation.

### 3.3 Reduction Kernel

Reductions are a common pattern widely adopted in parallel applications to combine elements into a single output. This aggregation is achieved through the application of a specified associative and commutative operation. Relying on optimized implementation of the reduction pattern is crucial for enhancing overall application performance. SYCL 2020 introduced the support for built-in reduction operations that allow writing reduction kernels by leveraging the novel `sycl::reducer` class and the `sycl::reduction` function. The `sycl::reducer` is an implementation-defined object, encapsulating a reduction variable that exposes an interface that defines the operations allowed on that variable. Although the precise definition of the reducer class depends on the SYCL implementation, the functions and operators facilitating the modification of the reduction variable are well-defined by the SYCL standard and assured to be...
supported by every SYCL implementation. The reducer exposes a 
*combine()* function which joins the element of a single work item 
with the value of the reduction variable using a pre-defined op-
erator, e.g., addition, multiplication. etc. The SYCL built-in kernel 
reduction comes with several advantages in performance, porta-
bility, code readability, and maintenance. Manually implementing 
kernel reductions on each target architecture can be difficult and 
time-consuming since it necessitates a thorough understanding of 
each target architecture together with a delicate tuning phase. In 
this way, SYCL hides low-level implementation details, allowing 
the user to focus on the core application. Furthermore, SYCL 2020 
reduction kernels usually require fewer lines of code compared 
to manual implementations, reducing codebase sizes and improv-
ing readability. We included a novel benchmark in SYCL-Bench 
2020 for SYCL kernel reductions. The primary objective is to as-
seSS the performance enhancements brought about by this new 
feature compared with manually optimized reductions [17]. We 
employ *sycl::range* parallel for instead of *sycl::nd_range* 
parallel for for writing the kernel reduction: as it enforces less 
strict requirements on thread scheduling, SYCL implementations 
are free to apply additional optimizations compared to *nd_range* 
oneS. In this way, we plan to better evaluate the kernel reduction im-
plementation quality. Additionally, to explore possible optimization 
the benchmark is parameterized by a coarsening factor, determining 
the number of elements combined by each thread.

### 3.4 Group Algorithms

SYCL 2020 introduced group algorithms as a set of functions that pro-
vide support for operations involving groups of work items, such as 
group barriers, and collective operations (shift, permute, reduction, 
etc...). All group algorithm functions take a group as the first argu-
ment that defines which group of work items executes the specified 
function (sub-group or work group). Group algorithm functions 
abstract away low-level hardware details by encapsulating complex 
operations into a single, well-defined function optimized for the 
target architecture. In contrast, a manually implemented function 
may not be as well tuned to the underlying hardware, potentially 
resulting in suboptimal performance. Group algorithm functions 
are designed to be device-agnostic, allowing them to adapt to differ-
ent devices. Furthermore, group algorithm functions are often more 
conceise and readable than manually implemented alternatives. To 
evaluate the performance achieved by the group algorithms func-
tion we used the *sycl::reduce_over_group* collective function as a 
case study. The reason behind this choice is straightforward: as 
reduction performance strongly depends on the target device, they 
represent a perfect study case to evaluate SYCL implementation 
quality. The *sycl::reduce_over_group* takes three parameters: the 
group of work items involved in the operation, the variable that 
has to be combined with the other values passed by the work items 
in the group, and the operator. In this benchmark, we performed a 
partial reduction over the elements specified by each work item in 
the same group through the *sycl::reduce_over_group*. Then the re-
result produced by each work group is combined into a single output 
value using a tree reduction.

### 3.5 Specialization Constants

Specialization constants are a new feature introduced in SYCL 2020 
which is intended to allow implementations to optimize kernels for 
a specific set of input values. Crucially, these values need to be 
known ahead of the actual kernel execution and remain constant 
throughout it, but they need not be known at static compilation 
time, i.e. when the host application itself is compiled.

This feature potentially enables significant speedups in case the 
constant, or propagation of it, enables the compiler to eliminate or 
simplify a non-negligible amount of kernel code. However, it also 
requires a large amount of implementation work – and, even in 
high-quality implementations, may induce additional overhead for 
the initial kernel launch after a specialization constant was changed. 
As such, the efficacy of this feature may vary significantly across 
different implementations and hardware backends, which makes it 
a very interesting target for analysis in a benchmark suite targeted 
at SYCL 2020.

To conclusively evaluate this feature in a sufficiently realistic use 
case, SYCL-Bench 2020 includes a dedicated *SpecConst* benchmark. 
It is based on an implementation of a generic 2D 9-point stencil 
code which allows the user to set the stencil values as specialization 
constants. In the benchmark, this generic implementation is 
then used to implement a 5-point stencil, with the outer corners 
set to 0. To provide context for interpreting the results achieved 
using specialization constants, the benchmark also features two 
alternative implementations, expanded via templates at compile 
time: one which uses standard dynamic variables for the stencil 
weights, and one which sets them fully statically at (host) compile 
time. Finally, to be able to flexibly adjust the relative arithmetic and 
memory intensity of the benchmark, the number of inner iterations 
of the kernel code can be adjusted, potentially performing more 
operations on the same amount of global data.

### 3.6 Atomics

SYCL 2020 deprecates the *sycl:atomic* class in favor of the 
*sycl:atomic_ref* to be aligned with the C++ atomic model. The SYCL 
*atomic_ref* class adds three template parameters to the standard 
C++ atomic_ref: *sycl:memory_order*, specifying the memory syn-
chronization order of the atomic operation; *sycl:memory_scope*, 
defining the work items and devices to which the memory ordering 
constraints of the atomic operation are applied; and 
*sycl:access:address_space*, indicating the address space of the object 
referenced by the *atomic_ref* class.

Since the previous release of SYCL-Bench does not include a 
use case for atomic operations, we developed a new benchmark 
to evaluate the performance of atomic operations for the differ-
ent SYCL implementations and hardware. The main purpose of 
the benchmark is to investigate how different SYCL implemen-
tations map atomic operations for each target architecture, as well as 
atomic hardware support on different vendors’ GPUs. The bench-
mark implements a sum reduction using only the *atomic_ref* class 
and the *atomic_fetch_add* functions. For all the benchmarks we 
used *sycl:memory_order:relaxed* as it is the only one that SYCL 
specification guarantees to be supported on all devices [2]. As 
*sycl:address_space* and *sycl:memory_scope* we consider the gen-
eral case where the object referenced by the *atomic_ref* is in the
sycl::global_space and the ordering constraint applies only to work-items executing on the same device as the calling work item (sycl::memory_scope::device). The benchmark is templated on the datatype on which the atomic operation is performed.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We present the results obtained on three GPUs from three principal GPU vendors, i.e. NVIDIA Tesla V100S, AMD MI100, and Intel Max 1100.

The NVIDIA node is equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU, operating at 2.30GHz and featuring 64 cores. Additionally, it incorporates an NVIDIA Tesla V100S connected via PCI Express. The GPU comprises 80 Streaming Multiprocessors, totaling 5120 cores running at a frequency of 1.245GHz, supplemented by 620 Tensor Cores. The Tesla V100S achieves 8.2 TFLOP/s FP64, 16.4 TFLOP/s with FP32, 32.2 TFLOP/s with FP16, and 130 TFLOP/s utilizing FP16 Tensor cores. The GPU has 32GB HBM2 memory, attaining a high bandwidth of up to 1132 GB/s. It includes 128KB L1 Cache per Streaming Multiprocessor (SM), 6MB L2 Cache, and 256KB registers per SM.

The AMD node is configured with an AMD EPYC 7313 CPU clocked at 3.7GHz, featuring 16 x 2 cores. Additionally, it incorporates an AMD MI100 GPU connected via PCI Express. The GPU is comprised of 120 compute units, for a total of 7680 cores, each running at a frequency of 1.0 GHz. The MI100 GPU delivers up to 11.5 TFLOP/s FP64, 23.1 TFLOP/s FP32, and an 184.6 TFLOP/s using FP16. With 32 GB of HBM2 memory, the GPU achieves a high bandwidth of up to 1129 GB/s. Further specifications include a 16KB L1 Cache per Compute Unit, an 8MB L2 Cache, and 256KB registers.

The Intel node was provided by the CINECA consortium [4], it is equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8480+ and an Intel Max 1100, connected via PCI Express. It has 56 Xe cores, for a total of 7168 cores. The max clock is 1550 MHz, achieving 22.3 TFLOP/s with FP32 and FP64. It is equipped with 48 GB of HBM2E memory, with a maximum bandwidth of 1228.8 GB/s, alongside 28MB L1 cache and 108 MB L2 cache.

For the SYCL implementations, we chose Intel DPC++ (git commit sha f43cd7b) and AdaptiveCpp (git commit sha eeebfd4) which are the two main SYCL implementations at the time of writing. Additional software stack is Clang 17.0.1 (for building AdaptiveCpp), CUDA 12.1 (driver 535.129.03), ROCm 5.5.0 (driver 505.302.01), and LevelZero driver version 170.007.42. We run each experiment 10 times and take the median as the reference value.

4.1 Unified Shared Memory

4.1.1 Task scheduling latency. In Figure 1 we show the benchmark results when running 50000 kernels on every hardware and SYCL implementation. From the picture, it’s clear that the DPC++ AMD backend suffers from high scheduling overhead compared to any other hardware and implementations, with a 7x slowdown compared to the same benchmark running with AdaptiveCpp and 14x slowdown compared to the one running on the Tesla V100S with the same implementation. To allow for a better evaluation of the results, we also include in Figure 2 the results without the results of the HIP AMD DPC++ backend. With DPC++, scheduling kernels with USM is faster than accessors on every hardware, achieving 1.4x, 2.2x, and 1.07x respectively on NVIDIA, Intel, and AMD GPUs. In particular, the Intel Max shows remarkably short scheduling time, with the accessor benchmark being 2.5x times faster than the corresponding one on the Tesla V100S.

AdaptiveCpp exposes two main tuning parameters that influence the runtime scheduling behavior: the HIPSYCL_ALLOW_INSTANT_SUBMISSION macro and the ACPP_RT_MAX_CACHED_NODES environment variable. The former allows the submission of USM operations to in-order queues via a low-latency instant submission mechanism, while the latter determines the maximum number of nodes the runtime is allowed to cache to perform a batched submission. If it is set to 0, the runtime is forced into an eager submission mode. We experimented with all combinations of those macros: for NVIDIA and Intel hardware, setting the HIPSYCL_ALLOW_INSTANT_SUBMISSION macro gives a 8% speedup on USM. On the other hand, on AMD the best setup is without any optimization macros. The USM benchmark performs better than accessors on both NVIDIA and Intel GPUs, achieving 1.4x and 3.1x speedup respectively. However, AMD shows a consistent slowdown compared to the other backends also with AdaptiveCpp. We investigated the reason for this slowdown by looking at the SYCL implementations source code. Both implementations use hip streams to build SYCL queues on AMD, allocating multiple streams to exploit parallelism. This performance gap is

Unofficial data as Intel has not released official performance statistics yet.
likely to derive from a ROCm internal issue when handling multiple streams concurrently instead of scheduling all operations on a single one, which has been shown to increase submission latency in some environments\(^4\). We believe this issue is connected to the DPC++ AMD backend, and we plan to further investigate the origin of the problem.

4.1.2 Host-Device transfers. Figure 3 illustrates the results for Host-Device transfers benchmark. The left, Figure 3a shows the results with a 2GB data size and one iteration. On the right, Figure 3b shows the results with a 1GB data size and 100 loop iterations. For the shared allocation, we also include the results when using the SYCL\(^{prefetch}\) function for the V100S and Max 1100, which hints to the runtime that the data are going to be accessed on the device, potentially migrating the data before executing the kernel. On AMD GPUs, on-demand host-device page migration requires XNACK, an AMD feature disabled by default. Without XNACK enabled, shared allocations behave like host ones, with data being allocated on the host. However, XNACK is known to be experimental and unstable. We experienced random kernel failure as well as GPU hanging when enabled, therefore we disabled it for this analysis. However, \(shared + \) \(prefetch\) allocations can be used even without XNACK, as no page faults are issued, therefore we include just that one in our benchmark. From the figures, it is clear that the results are more hardware-dependent than implementation-dependent, as both AdaptiveCpp and DPC++ perform similarly. As expected, the host allocation time scales linearly with the amount of device memory access, while the other allocations are less influenced. However, there are two interesting cases: (1) on low instruction mix, the Tesla V100S and Intel Max 1100 host allocations perform better than both device and shared. On the Tesla V100S, device and shared need an instruction\(_{mix}\) > 1.5 and > 4.5 respectively to outperform the host performance. On the other hand, on Intel Max 1100 the advantage quickly disappears above a 1:1 device-host memory access proportion. (2) On the MI100, host allocation always performs worse than device, while achieving a great speedup compared to shared allocations for instruction\(_{mix}\) <= 6. However, increasing the instruction mix would inevitably lead the host line to cross the shared one. Shared allocations perform worse than device on every hardware, while being particularly slower on the AMD MI100, getting up to 450% slowdown on the benchmark (b) due to the poor AMD managed memory system support. In Figure 4 we show the impact of the \(prefetch\) operation on shared allocations. On the

\(^4\)https://github.com/AdaptiveCpp/AdaptiveCpp/issues/1246

Figure 3: Host-Device transfers benchmark results

Tesla V100S prefetching memory gives up to 31% improvement with DPC++ and AdaptiveCpp. On the other hand, prefetching on Intel hardware seems to give no advantage at all with both implementations, showing that the Intel driver can efficiently migrate the shared memory without hints. While in benchmark (a) both implementations perform similarly when increasing the iterations in benchmark (b) AdaptiveCpp performs worse on \(shared\) and \(host\) compared to DPC++ on Intel hardware, which is unexpected as both implementations map shared allocation onto native function call. In particular, DPC++ is on average 23% faster on \(shared\) and \(shared + \) \(prefetch\) allocations on the Intel Max 1100, while being on par with the MI100 and V100S.

4.1.3 Pinned vs Non-Pinned allocation. In Figure 5 we show the results for the Pinned vs Non-Pinned benchmark. \texttt{malloc} refers to the pageable memory, while \texttt{malloc host} to the pinned one. We use a data size of 2GB and we measure the execution time by varying the number of copies performed using the same allocation. Both implementations performed similarly, showing how results are more hardware-dependant than implementation-dependant. On the Tesla V100S, the pinned memory allocation overhead is more evident with Host-Device copies, where using pageable memory allocations is faster for < 3 copies, with a maximum speedup of 1.4x with 1 issued copy operation. This means that at least 3 buffer reuses are required to match the initial overhead. Conversely, Device-Host copies are always faster on pinned memory. This is probably due to the CUDA driver, which is unable to write on pageable
memory, and thus performs a two-phase copy, allocating a page-locked memory location as a temporary buffer. On the AMD MI100, pageable memory performs better on both Host-Device and Device-Host copy operations. DPC++ requires at least 3 copies to match the overhead, while AdaptiveCpp requires 4 copies. However, the speedup is less evident, with a maximum speedup of 1.1x on both implementations. On the other hand, on the Intel Max 1100, we observe a completely different behavior, with pinned allocation performing always better than pageable memory. This shows that, while sycl::malloc_host is an essential addition to the SYCL standard, the user should be aware of the connected overhead and should take care in choosing the right allocation depending on the user application scenario.

4.2 In-order Queue

Figure 6 shows the results for the task scheduling latency benchmark. We issued 50000 kernel launches using in-order and out-of-order queues. As we did for the original benchmark, we include in Figure 7 the results without the ROCm DPC++ backend. With DPC++, we see a considerable speedup with the ROCm backend, achieving a 4x and 4.4x speedup respectively with accessors and USM. However, scheduling times are still considerably higher than every other benchmark which suggests there could be a bug in the kernel submission logic within the DPC++ compiler on AMD. Surprisingly, on the other platforms in-order queues provide the best speedups when targeting USM rather than accessors. Moreover, the latter shows comparable results both on the Intel Max and the NVIDIA Tesla, highlighting that probably the SYCL task graph is still created under the hood. For AdaptiveCpp, the HIPSYCL\_ALLOW\_INSTANT\_SUBMISSION macro, while having no impact on the Accessor benchmarks, showed an even greater impact on performance for USM when targeting in-order queues, achieving 28% speedup on the Tesla V100, 21% on the AMD MI100, and 13% on the Intel Max 1100. For the accessors, the only benchmark where in-order queues seem to have an effect is on the AMD MI100, where it gets a 63% speedup compared to out-of-order queues. This is probably due to the multiple hip stream issue mentioned in section 4.1.1, as in order queues are mapped onto a single stream instead. Therefore, the ROCm latency issue is not present. On the other hand, the minimal speedup on the other platforms reveals that currently little is done by the SYCL implementation to exploit the optimization opportunities led by the in order queues. For USM, AdaptiveCpp gets a considerable speedup of 65% and 107% on NVIDIA and AMD platforms respectively, while on the Intel Max 1100, the impact is limited to 13%.
negligible. Overall, in-order queues consistently provide a speedup compared to out-of-order queue when using Unified Shared Memory, showing that manually building the task graph can be an expensive operation for the SYCL runtime. On the other hand, the impact of in-order queues on accessors is negligible, showing that implementations do not exploit all the possible optimizations yet.

4.3 Reduction Kernel

Figure 8 shows the results for the reduction kernel benchmark compared with the local memory reduction benchmark on four data types (int32, int64, fp32, fp64) and 150,000,000 elements. The AdaptiveCpp results for the Intel Max 1100 are excluded as the feature is not currently supported.

In evaluating the kernel reduction benchmark with a coarsening factor 1, the Intel DPC++ implementation demonstrates approximately a 2x speedup compared to the AdaptiveCpp implementation across all hardware platforms. The speedup of DPC++ over AdaptiveCpp resides in thread coarsening. The AdaptiveCpp implementation employs the kernel reduction with a tree reduction approach, launching multiple kernels until a single element is produced. Furthermore, thread coarsening optimization is left to the user since selecting the optimal coarsening factor requires parameter-tuning strategies. Differently, the DPC++ kernel reduction leverages fast atomic and the reduce_over_group function. In more detail, when using the sycl::range parallel for, DPC++ adjusts the kernel grid size to spread the computation on all the available device compute units. If the number of threads specified by the user cannot be scheduled concurrently on the device resources, DPC++ applies thread coarsening in order to perform the reduction in a single-step kernel execution. The use of thread coarsening under the hood clarifies the speedup of DPC++ over AdaptiveCpp. In fact, by increasing the coarsening factor to 4, AdaptiveCpp achieves a 2x speedup compared to the version without thread coarsening showing the same performance as DPC++. In contrast, for the DPC++ implementation adjusting the coarsening factor does not notably impact performance.

We compare the built-in reduction with a manually implemented one using local memory, inspired by [17]. On the AMD and NVIDIA GPUs the kernel reduction benchmark with Intel DPC++ achieves ~2x times speedup compared to the manually implemented local memory reduction. In contrast, for AdaptiveCpp without considering the thread coarsening optimization, the two benchmarks have similar performance. The major performance improvement of kernel reduction over reduction with local memory is registered on Intel Max 1100 where we have ~8 times speedup for all data types.

Overall the built-in SYCL reduction for both implementations can be considered a performing and easy-to-write alternative to the manually implemented reduction. However, the use of SYCL kernel reductions should not exclude user-driven optimizations such as thread coarsening. Instead, users can focus on application-specific optimizations while ignoring the reduction implementation details.

4.4 Group Algorithms

Figure 8 shows the performance comparison between the reduce_over_group, local memory reduction and kernel reduction benchmarks on four data types (int32, int64, fp32, fp64) and 150,000,000 elements. The AdaptiveCpp results for the Intel Max 1100 are excluded due to the absence of support for the reduce_over_group feature in its implementation. On the Tesla V100S, both implementations achieve similar performance for all the data types. On AMD MI100 both implementations have the same behavior for 32-bit data, while AdaptiveCpp with 64-bit data achieves 2x times speedup compared to DPC++. The two implementations have different ways to implement sycl::reduce_over_group. AdaptiveCpp implements the reduce_over_group in two steps. First, it applies reduction on each sub-group leveraging shuffle operation mapped to sub-group primitives depending on the target architectures. Then, the results of the sub-group reductions are loaded into local memory and the final output is computed using a local memory tree reduction. Differently, the DPC++ implementation maps reduce_over_group over SPIRV intrinsics, which are lowered to a sub-group shuffle implementation on every platform.

On Tesla V100S and AMD MI100, the reduce_over_group achieves similar performance to the manually implemented reduction, while on Intel Max 1100 the DPC++ shows 4 times speedup compared to the manually implemented reduction. Comparing the two possibilities of implementing a reduction using SYCL features we can notice that for AdaptiveCpp the kernel reduction with coarsening factor 1 and the reduce_over_group benchmark show the same performance for all the hardware and data types. Differently, in DPC++, even if kernel reduction is implemented with the sycl::reduce_over_group there is a 2x speedup compared to reduce_over_group benchmark. Differently, in DPC++ the reduce_over_group benchmark is 2x slower compared to the kernel reduction, even if it is implemented using sycl::reduce_over_group under the hood. The reason behind this
lies in thread coarsening, which is automatically applied in the case of kernel reduction with `sycl::range`. Group algorithms are available only `nd_range parallel_for`, therefore no automatic thread coarsening can be applied.

### 4.5 Specialization Constants

Figure 9 illustrates the performance achieved by the `SpecConst` benchmark as execution time relative to a baseline of using fully dynamic variables (`DynamicValue`). `SpecConstValue` corresponds to the kernel version using the SYCL 2020 specialization constants feature, and `ConstExprValue` sets the weights at static compile time. The benchmark was performed using 32-bit and 64-bit integer and floating point data, with a range spanning 1 (IL1), 16 (IL16), and 64 (IL64) inner loop repetitions which represents a progression from a more heavily memory-bandwidth-limited to a compute-limited scenario.

In this setup, the expectation for a full, high-quality implementation of specialization constants would be to achieve performance between the dynamic baseline and the fully constant weights, ideally as close as possible to the latter. This is what we observe on the Intel Max 1100 platform. As expected, the potential speedup scales with the complexity of the individual arithmetic operations on the target platform, as well as the arithmetic intensity of the kernel as governed by the IL parameter. For Intel Max 1100, `int64` operations are the most expensive in this benchmark, and a speedup of more than 4x can be observed by using specialization constants in the `int64 / IL64` case.

For both the Tesla V100S and AMD MI100 backends, no kernel specialization occurs, and the benchmark results instead show the potential slowdown incurred by a fallback implementation of the specialization constants API. The maximum relative overhead in this case is significantly higher on V100S at 20%, but note that this depends on the quality of the baseline implementation. Three related curious cases are the performance of `int32 / IL1` on V100S and `int32 / IL1+IL16` on MI100 respectively, where the `SpecConstValue` implementation outperforms `DynamicValue` despite no compile-time specialization being performed. We have verified that these results are repeatable and consistent, and believe that they are caused by the kernel compiler heuristics making more advantageous optimization decisions for these particular cases due to the code structure produced in the specialization constant version.

In addition to the potential speedup in kernel execution times, a second relevant aspect influencing the real-world utility of specialization constants is the overhead incurred for kernel compilation after adjusting a specialization constant. Figure 10 illustrates the relative execution time (compared to each median) across 5 runs of the benchmark. We observe that the execution times are very consistent, except for the first run after setting a new specialization constant value on Intel Max 1100. This result confirms the earlier observation, based on kernel execution times, that only the Intel backend currently fully implements specialization constants with compiler optimizations.

In terms of real-world utility, the absolute cost of these kernel re-compilation steps is quite relevant. In our benchmarks, compiling the kernel can take between 200 and 600 times as long as executing it once, indicating that specialization constants should currently only be used on this platform if the specialized kernels are either executed very frequently without further changes to the specialization constant values, or if individual kernel execution times are very high.

### 4.6 Atomics

The Atomic benchmark has been executed on 4 data types (`int32`, `int64`, `fp32`, `fp64`) with 9.400.000 elements. For AdaptiveCpp, we used both the SMCP (single-source, multiple compiler pass) and the generic SSCP (single-source, single compiler pass) [7] compilation flows as they diverge in the atomic implementation strategy.

For the AMD MI100, floating point atomic operations are simulated using a CAS loop. Support for built-in floating-point is rather incomplete: the functions have no return value, e.g., `fetch_add` return `void` instead of the previous value, and it’s limited to 32-bit
floating-point. The HIP toolchain exposes the `-munsafe-fp-atomics` parameter to enable fast atomic operations: it includes a compiler pass that checks if the return value of the atomic operations is used\(^2\). If not, issue the fast built-in, otherwise, it falls back to the CAS loop. Figures 11a and 11b show the execution times achieved by the atomic benchmark on the Tesla V100S, Intel Max 1100, and AMD MI100 GPUs using 32-bit floating-point operations. Both SYCL implementations exhibit similar performance on NVIDIA Tesla V100S and Intel Max 1100. Differently, atomic operations for AdaptiveCpp-SSCP and DPC++ are \(~\times 6000\) times slower compared to AdaptiveCpp-SMCP (Figure 11a and 11b). Upon inspecting the AMD intermediate representation, we observed that for DPC++ and AdaptiveCpp-SSCP the `-munsafe-fp-atomics` option is disregarded leading the compiler to fallback on the CAS loop implementation, which drastically affects the overall performance. By analyzing the source code, we found that DPC++ skips the flag and directly handles the fast atomic built-in generation by manually checking the target architecture. On the AMD MI100, no builtin is generated as it lacks the required return value. Therefore, fast atomics are not available on the MI100 with DPC++. On the other hand, AdaptiveCpp-SSCP does not use the default clang HIP toolchain, therefore the flag cannot be interpreted. Conversely, using the unsafe option with AdaptiveCpp-SMCP the compiler correctly generates the `global_atomic_add_f32` builtin, leading to a \(~\times 6000\) times speedup compared to DPC++ and AdaptiveCpp-SSCP. The results for the 64-bit floating-point, int32, and int64 are omitted since they show trends similar to the one observed for fp32 atomics. Both SYCL implementations demonstrate comparable performance on all the hardware. However, the AMD MI100 achieves a \(6000\times\) slowdown on fp64 compared to other hardware due to the lack of fast atomic support.

On AMD and Intel platforms, we observed some variability in the execution time depending on the run number. Figure 12 illustrates the execution time of each run normalized to the median runtime across 20 runs of the benchmark on AMD MI100 and Intel Max 1100. Looking at the AMD MI100 results for DPC++ and AdaptiveCpp-SSCP, we notice that the execution times on fp32 and fp64 curiously decrease for each run. Instead, AdaptiveCpp-SMCP time decreases only with fp64. Differently, the execution times on int32 and int64 are consistent for AdaptiveCpp-SMCP and DPC++. We guess that this behavior is related to the CAS loop, which is generated in all the results that show this variability. On Intel Max 1100, DPC++ exhibits a high overhead for the first run on int64 and fp64, due to the JIT compilation process. However, while also AdaptiveCpp-SSCP relies on JIT compilation, it does not show the same overhead, probably due to some additional optimizations happening in the DPC++ toolchain.

5 IMPLEMENTATION MATURITY

DPC++ is the only compiler with a functionally correct implementation of the benchmarked SYCL 2020 features. However, the implementation quality is not uniform across backends. For example, while specialization constants work as expected on Intel hardware, on AMD and NVIDIA they might not impact performance at all, or even be detrimental. The AMD HIP backend in particular appears to not yet be as mature, e.g., showing excessively high scheduling overheads.

AdaptiveCpp has a uniform implementation support across backends but there are differences between the older SMCP compilation flow and the new SSCP compiler. This reflects its implementation history. For these features that are available in the SMCP compiler but not in SSCP such as group algorithms or SYCL 2020 reductions, there are no inherent obstacles for implementing them to our knowledge. Instead, implementation complexity, especially for SYCL 2020 reductions, is the driving factor for the delayed implementation: SYCL 2020 reductions need to work for any data type (which may or may not be supported in atomic operations), and any binary operator (whether that operator has a known identity or not) and they need to work both if the device has sufficient or

---

\(^2\)https://github.com/ROCm-Developer-Tools/hipamd/issues/19
insufficient local memory for a work group reduction in local memory. They also need to work with both range-based parallel_for and nd_range parallel_for which might be implemented using different execution models under the hood. Providing optimized reduction implementations for all combinations of these parameters can be challenging. In this work, we have focused on investigating simple reductions over simple scalar types. It is however likely that even more performance and functionality variability can be found if more cases of reductions are investigated. It is unclear whether the current, broadly general reduction design in SYCL is beneficial, or whether it ties up implementation resources to cover niche applications that are rarely needed in practice.

Unfortunately, there are features not covered by AdaptiveCpp; for example, specialization constants are entirely unimplemented because of compilation flow issues. Similar arguments are being made for other new features not investigated in this work, such as kernel bundles and host tasks. Using these features is therefore currently a problem for codes that aim to be portable between the two implementations.

Both implementations provide a rich set of extensions, cover roughly the same hardware. AdaptiveCpp’s single-pass compiler offers a mechanism to build universal binaries that can offload to all supported devices. Minor portability differences include DPC++ also supporting FPGAs, and AdaptiveCpp currently having more robust support for non-x86 CPU targets as it can leverage the host toolchain for kernel compilation. All in all, this implies that the average user may in practice not need to switch between implementations at all. This is convenient for users but also reduces the incentive to avoid implementation-specific idioms or performance assumptions, or call out the lack of support for specific features and fix underlying problems in the specification.

6 RELATED WORK

Benchmark suites offer a systematic approach for evaluating the efficiency, speed, and resource utilization of different coding paradigms. Several benchmarks have been defined to analyze specific aspects of computing architectures, compilers, and applications. Biernia et al. [10] proposed PARSEC a benchmark suite that implements a set of C/C++ applications from different areas to provide support in the characterization and development of Chip-Multiprocessors (CMPs). Kulkarni et al. [24] defined a set of five applications to study and understand the patterns of parallelism and locality in sparse graph computations. Moreover, with the rise of heterogeneous systems and programming models such as OpenCL and SYCL, several studies proposed benchmarks to analyze their performance [12, 18, 20]. Jin et al. [18] developed a SYCL version of Rodinia [12] a benchmark suite to study CPU and GPU platforms. Danalis et al. [13] developed SHOC a benchmark suite composed of CUDA and OpenCL programs specifically designed to analyze the performance of OpenCL over CUDA on different architectures. Jin et al. [20] proposed HeCbench a collection of benchmarks, and mini-applications from many source projects written with different programming models (CUDA, HIP, and SYCL) to facilitate the performance portability evaluation of SYCL. Deakin et al. [14] enabled memory bandwidth analysis on a wide range of devices other than CPUs by implementing the four main kernels of the STREAM benchmark and a dot product, with several programming models: Kokkos, RAJA, OpenMP, OpenACC, SYCL, OpenCL, and CUDA.

In recent years, an increasing set of SYCL-specific benchmarks have been proposed. In particular, some works focused on evaluating SYCL implementations in terms of compile-time [35], performance portability [21, 28, 31], and implementation maturity over the years [27]. Moreover, several studies focused on optimizing SYCL for specific target architectures [19, 30]. SYCL 2020 provides several features to improve the performance and portability of applications on heterogeneous platforms. Alpay et al. [5] measured the usage of interoperability options in SYCL applications using SYCL host tasks. Ashbaugh et al. [9] analyzed the SYCL 2020 memory model after the addition of sycl:atomic_ref as well as novel features to be added to the SYCL memory model. Joube et al. [22] used a PCI-bound microbenchmark to compare USM and Accessors performance and programmability. While these works provide an overview of SYCL functionalities, we present the first set of benchmarks explicitly designed to measure SYCL 2020 functionalities and performance on a wide range of hardware.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We presented SYCL-Bench 2020, an extension of the SYCL-Bench benchmark suite to SYCL 2020. We added nine new benchmarks covering 44 configurations, analyzing six SYCL 2020 features including unified shared memory, reduction kernel, specialization constants, in-order queues, group algorithms, and atomic_ref. Experimental results on three GPUs and two SYCL implementations provide interesting results about the potential of each feature as well as the maturity of the compilers. We show how unified shared memory can greatly reduce scheduling latency, with up to 3.1x speedup on Intel GPUs with AdaptiveCpp. Shared allocations perform poorly on AMD due to missing hardware support. We also demonstrated how some feature support depends on the hardware: specialization constants are not beneficial on platforms such as NVIDIA and AMD as they lack of toolchain support, leading to detrimental performance. Both standard implementations showed similar performance, with only the DPC++ AMD backend appearing to be not as mature as the other backends. In terms of feature coverage, AdaptiveCpp lacks of specialization constants and reductions on some devices. Overall, the SYCL 2020 standard in its current implementations and back-end support already provides excellent performance portability for most features. In future work, we plan to extend the analysis to other SYCL 2020 features such as host tasks, in addition to including missing features from AdaptiveCpp.
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